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Introduction Many challengers made everyday banking as seamless
and pain-free as posting on social media. 

And, from the middle part of the past decade,
challenger banking took more and more accounts
away from traditional retail banks.

Until the pandemic.

Challenger banking fitted nicely into this new era of
speed, convenience, and aspirational commerce. It
spoke to demographics who felt misunderstood by
legacy banks.

Challenger banks seemed to be on solid ground as the
previous decade ended. 

The 2010s were an era where the adoption of digital
channels skyrocketed, mobile networks vastly improved
with the shift from 3G to 5G, and emerging middle
classes grew across developing markets.

By the middle of the decade, the shock of the GFC was
beginning to wane, and innovators and consumers
were implementing new practices that grew entire
industries. Social media became a source of influence
and impact across politics, economics, and cross-
border commerce. And eCommerce grew in
prominence and popularity, as Chinese manufacturing
helped global retailers to reach shoppers in almost
every corner of the globe. 
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There are over 200 challenger
banks worldwide, who have

raised $15 billion. 

 — Singapore Fintech Association and Bain
Consulting Group report

https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf
https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf


CHALLENGERS
EVERYWHERE

36% of customers said account opening was easy
28% said the banks’ technology was ‘slicker’
and 20% said they can bank with multiple apps.

popular challenger bank, with nearly 35 million
customers on its books.

Why have so many challenger banks emerged in such a
short space of time? And what do consumers think
about challenger banks? A recent Kearney survey of UK
consumers offers some clues. The consulting firm asked
consumers why they had opened a challenger bank
account and found:

According to a 2020 Deloitte report, Revolut has
acquired eight million customers since launching in the
UK in 2015. Monzo, founded in the same year, has
roughly four million customers in the UK.  And in Brazil,
NuBank arguably holds the title of the world’s most 

Consumer banking has been transformed in just a few
years. It seems every day, there is a new challenger
bank vying for trust and loyalty from different market
segments. Whether you’re a millennial or Gen Z, a small
business owner or graduate entrepreneur, a teenager
or retiree, or underbanked or overserved — somewhere,
there is a challenger bank for people like you. 

A fifth of the 200+ challenger banks that raised over
$15 Bn in funding in 2020 is based in the Asia Pacific.
Globally, there are some standout successes - Revolut,
Starling Bank, Chime, SoFI, N26, Ualá. 
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https://www.kearney.com/financial-services/article?/a/how-convenience-innovation-and-trust-will-shape-tomorrows-bankinghttps://www.kearney.com/financial-services/article?/a/how-convenience-innovation-and-trust-will-shape-tomorrows-banking
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/financial-services/us-dna-of-digital-challenger-banks.pdfhttps:/www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/us/Documents/financial-services/us-dna-of-digital-challenger-banks.pdf


China-based WeBank is backed by
Tencent and has a combination of

digital banking business models. It offers
mass banking through WeChat, direct

banking such as personal finance
management, and SME lending. Its

products include unsecured microloans,
insurance, car loans, and mutual funds.

WeBank



CHALLENGES
FACING
CHALLENGERS

Falls in fee income
Compressed net interest margins
An increase in credit losses
Operational losses due to fraud.

Sped up digital transformation for banks who had
until now lagged behind 
Pushed banks to offer better user experiences and
customer experiences
And made simple digital onboarding of customers
vital.

On top of this, banks have had to deal with: 

But traditional retail banks have weathered deep crises
before. Do challengers have the same mettle to survive,
and even thrive, through and beyond the COVID era?
The pandemic has already:

Some governments are paring back pandemic-related
stimulus programs — which may taper the volume of
everyday spending, transfers, and deposits that are so
crucial to many challenger banks’ understanding of
their customers. Perhaps there will be greater M&A
activity, involving challenger banks and fintechs.

At the same time, the banking sector has had to
contend with vastly changed customer behaviours.
There has been rapid adoption of digital payments,
contactless payments, and mobile wallets, as
banknotes and coins became viewed with suspicion
caused by concerns around virus transmission. 

But now, in the 2020s, challengers are becoming
challenged. 

Many retail banks have surprised their customers and
earned brand respect by supporting and advocating
for financial support and leniency, in the economic
response to the COVID-19 crisis. 
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American neobank Rayo focuses on
easing immigrants’ and expatriates’
access to financial products across

borders, offering products that include
a current account, savings account,

foreign exchange services, and
remittances. 

Rayo



A recent CB Insights report showed mobile and online
banking satisfaction is on the up for some of the largest
US banks, for example. Bank of America and Chase
have boosted cross-sales and retention by offering
preferred pricing and rewards to their existing
customers. 

So what should challengers do, as their businesses
reach maturity at the same time their ideal customers’
lives are being radically transformed?

Whatever the future holds, the big picture for customers
— and challenger banks — will be a need for a sharper
focus on trust, education, sustainability, and profit. 

In the UK, where consumer spending and interchange
fee revenue is dipping, challenger banks such as Monzo
and Starling have already introduced new fees to
customers who withdraw more than £250 a month or
order replacement cards. The cost of customer
acquisition is also increasing over time for challenger
banks, as traditional banks ‘catch up’. Even before the
pandemic, some challenger banks were experiencing
weak customer and deposit growth rates. 

“The big picture for customers — and challenger banks
— will be the need for an even sharper focus on trust,
education, sustainability, and profit.” Incumbent banks
are upping their digital game, in response to the
headwinds of the pandemic and the skyrocketing
demand for digital financial services. 
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Netherlands-based Bunq provides open
APIs to banks to develop their own apps
for financial services and it is one of the

first EU challenger banks to offer
mortgages.

BUNQ



DATA-LED
PERSONAL-
ISATION AND
PRODUCTS

The integrity of these data will improve, when
challengers partner with the right service providers or
ecosystems.

As challengers gain a greater foothold, their trove of
consumer data grows. Challengers’ digital-first
philosophy gives them a great advantage over
traditional banks, because they can analyse and act on
this data more swiftly than incumbents. They can
embed useful financial services within the ecosystems
McKinsey speaks of. 

To do so, challengers may need to collaborate with
fintech-as-a-service partners who can surface useful
data in the blink of an eye. Think of spending data
providing insights for potential loyalty or reward
programs. Or data on popular service providers
spotlighting partnership opportunities. Or business
income data inform lending product launches. Then
there is the remittance data that can inform recurring
international payment trends for ecommerce
merchants. And don’t forget smartphone data, which
can open up financial access for the underbanked and
radically speed up credit processes.

In fact, a McKinsey report on digital banking in Asia
suggests businesses who embed themselves in these
daily routines as ‘ecosystem players’ will be able to
boost usage of their services. There’s a key learning here
for savvy challenger banks.

The pandemic era has highlighted the opportunities of
serving the daily needs of citizens, across as many
activities and needs as possible — be this meal
deliveries, grocery shopping, medical services,
entertainment, or training and fitness. 
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https://www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Financial%20Services/Our%20Insights/Reaching%20Asias%20digital%20banking%20customers/Asias-digital-banking-race-WEB-FINAL.pdfhttps:/www.mckinsey.com/~/media/McKinsey/Industries/Financial%20Services/Our%20Insights/Reaching%20Asias%20digital%20banking%20customers/Asias-digital-banking-race-WEB-FINAL.pdf


“Challenger banks can use [data] to
develop a deep understanding of

customers, build hyper-personalized
products, provide contextually relevant

offers, and improve risk pricing. For ‘thin
file’ customers, where credit history is

scarce, alternative data collected from
the ecosystem may be used, thereby

granting financial access to the millions
of underbanked and unbanked.” 

 — Singapore Fintech Association and Bain
Consulting Group report

https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf
https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf


Another factor in challengers’ favour is the trust deficit that incumbent banks continue to experience. 

Recent Accenture research found only 37 percent of consumers trust their bank “a lot” to look after their data. This
has plummeted from 51 percent two years ago. 

Accenture suggests this could be because of greater consumer awareness of recent data breaches and data
protection regulations.

Challengers have both a responsibility and an opportunity to outperform incumbents when it comes to managing
consumer data. 
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Outcompeting Traditional Banks

Number one is user experience. Tonik is trying to be on
the first name basis with the customer and speak their
language, which the banks have had a hard time doing.
They’re typically perceived as stuffy and inflexible.
Tonik’s whole user experience is streamlined to
customers’ preferences.

Then there is pricing and fees. A bank built from scratch
without a physical infrastructure is operating with a
completely different cost structure than a traditional
bank. What that allows a challenger bank to do is pass
on some of this cost saving to the consumer. Our
strategy, as we enter the market, is to offer significantly
higher interest rates to the consumers than a traditional
bank does in the Philippines. 

The Challenge: Lending Profitably

Tonik did not see the lending business as the problem.
The problem was how would they make it profitable?
The credit business takes six to 12 months to build a
profitable business, in which your main cost elements 

The biggest problem with unsecured consumer finance
is not how to lend to customers, but that you cannot
scale because financing is not available. In most
emerging markets, the interest rate curve basically
disappears after a few years. So banks don’t have
access to a long-term resource. The amount of lending
banks can do for longer term assets is extremely limited.
And that’s why unsecured consumers grow much faster
in the early stages of a market’s development than
other secure lending. Tonik’s founders observed this
across many markets — and it’s happening now in
Southeast Asia. They knew what they had to do
differently to change the game.

Catering to the Unsecured: The tonik Story
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“The credit business takes six to 12
months to build a profitable business, in
which your main cost elements are cost

of risk and cost of servicing.”

Greg Krasnov, CEO, tonik



are the cost of risk and cost of service. Tonik needed to make sure they evaluated the customers properly and for
that credolab's solution was a fantastic tool. 

Assessing Risk to Deliver Services at Better Rates

By implementing credolab to support every single customer that they onboard, tonik is ensuring the customers know
they are in the driving seat. The moment a customer onboards, they can give tonik permissions to analyze the
footprint of confidential metadata used for credit scoring. Then tonik can assess, in a responsible and privacy
consented manner if they are a good credit risk or not before proceeding with the application. 

This is an abridged and edited version of a conversation with Tonik CEO, Greg Krasnov. Listen to the full interview
here.
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One in eight consumers prefer to use challenger
banks for shopping online
Over 40% of challenger bank customers would
consider a loan with their bank
And nearly 50% would consider using them as a
mortgage provider.

Challengers cannot allow incumbent banks to catch up.
Speed and convenience is everything. If customers can’t
onboard in five seconds, or if the experience is clunkier
than the competitors’, consumers will abandon
challengers for other challengers they compete with. A
market that had already been demanding a richer
digital set of services, will now put greater importance
on speed of delivery, flexibility, and friction-free
banking.

Challenger banks are being forced to chase revenue,
through features such as premium subscriptions,
custom spend categorization, or virtual cards. Some
have increased fees for ATM withdrawals and card
replacements. Others still have begun to charge for
overdrafts. But there are better approaches they can
take — approaches that will better serve customers
and more sustainably support revenue. The Kearney
survey of UK consumers we mentioned earlier revealed
several opportunities for challengers:

Challengers market how easy it is to open accounts, but
a recent analysis suggests they may not have as strong
a hold on convenience as they believe. When Built for
Mars analysed the account opening process across
several UK banks, it discovered Lloyds and Barclays
could onboard customers as quickly as Monzo and
Starling. 
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HOW
ALTERNATIVE
DATA CAN HELP
CHALLENGERS
THRIVE

https://builtformars.com/banks/opening/


“Customers must be able to sign-up for
an account from anywhere in minutes,

making onboarding fast and
frictionless. To enable customers to

effortlessly carry out banking, an
engaging UX/UI that is simple,

transparent and visually appealing is a
prerequisite. Value-added services such

as personal financial management
should be integrated with insights

gained from spending behaviour.”
 — Singapore Fintech Association and Bain

Consulting Group report

https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf
https://web-assets.bcg.com/7b/a1/b8bf356149fe91e03613750bd5d5/southeast-asia-coming-of-the-digital-challenger-banks.pdf


reduces the reliance placed by credit providers on the
credit reporting system and can lead to credit rationing,
[costlier] credit and exclusion of borrowers.”

Everyone has been spending more time online than ever
before. App Annie, a mobile market analyst, said
monthly time spent in mobile apps grew 25% in Q3
2020, in excess of 180 billion hours each month. The
quality and volume of alternative data is improving by
the day — and this is unlikely to reverse in the years
ahead.

Small business owners, students and young adults with
‘thin files’ are just some of those who could be better
served by ambitious challengers with lower rates and
tailored loans. This could be a means to build trust and
shore up revenue in a difficult climate. Alternative data
sources — such as anonymised smartphone and web
metadata — can give challengers accurate predictions
about consumers’ creditworthiness. 

Encouragingly, many challenger banks have already
built processes that cut down on wait times and friction,
vastly improving customer experience and influencing
faster credit decisions through state-of-the-art
technology. This matters because the rigour of credit
bureaux data has waned since the pandemic, with
unbanked and underserved customers practically
treated as invisible. As the International Committee on
Credit Reporting recently observed, “[poor] data 

For challengers to thrive, they will need actionable data
to help them develop and launch products that are in
tune with the customers' changing needs, and provide
better customer experiences.
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CHALLENGER
BANKING’S
FUTURE

http://pubdocs.worldbank.org/en/972911586271609158/COVID-19-ICCR-Credit-Reporting-Policy-Recommendations-for-distribution-6346.pdf


Without useful data, challengers will not
be able to capture spending and cross-
sell additional products and may rely on

knee-jerk fee increases that bring
short-term revenue relief but consumer

distrust.



About credolab
We believe loans improve lives. We also believe traditional banking processes leave a lot of people
out of the process. That’s why credolab is changing the way the world looks at credit. Our
pioneering technology calculates credit scores based on people’s mobile and web -behavioral
data— so lenders can make decisions based on the way people live and work in the modern
world. Making loans more accessible to more people benefits everyone. 

Talk to us today. 
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www.credolab.com


